Abstract NASA is planning a series of short and long System Engineering Process Handbook SP-610S on duration human and robotic missions to explore the Moon mission developments. As space exploration is, by its and then Mars. A key objective of the missions is to grow, nature, a complex system of systems (SoS), effective use of through a series of launches, a system of systems SoS engineering processes and methodologies is being communication, navigation, and timing infrastructure at pursued by the NASA Space Communication and minimum cost while providing a network-centric Navigation (SCaN) program throughout each phase of infrastructure that maximizes the exploration capabilities exploration architecture development. This process and science return. There is a strong need to use addresses large-scale inter-disciplinary problems with architecting processes in the mission pre-formulation stage multiple, heterogenous, distributed systems that involve to describe the systems, interfaces, and interoperability networks at multiple levels and multiple domains. needed to implement multiple space communication systems that are deployed over time, yet support NASA's near term exploration plans [1] call for interoperability with each deployment phase and with 20 human and robotic missions to the Moon [2, 3] and require years of legacy systems. In this paper we present a process development of architecture in the mission formulation for defining the architecture of the communications, stage. Existing resources and legacy systems, such as navigation, and networks needed to support future space International Space Station (ISS) and the existing spaceexplorers with the best adaptable and evolable network-based and ground-based network assets, will be integrated centric space exploration infrastructure. The process steps with new systems developed and deployed at different presented are: 1) Architecture decomposition, 2) Defining exploration phases; yet they will work as an integrated etc. Yet all of the existing and future assets have to interoperate to realize the high capacity, high performance
Introduction [6, 7] will enable future astronauts to conduct space trOdUCtlOn~~~~~exploration, communicate with Earth-based scientists and excite future generations of explorers with high definition 1. 1 Background to NASA Methodologies video and in-presence exploration, and return safely to NASA has a long history of aggressively using the earth at the end ofthe mission.
system engineering processes described in the NASA 1-4244-1 160-2/07/$25.OO ©2007 IEEE. Figure 1 .
Process
The SCaN Network architecture is described in terms of its
The SCaN Network will interface with all exploration operational, system, and technical attributes so that the user missions from pre-launch testing through crew recovery at can gain insight into how it fulfills its mission objectives. the end of each mission. SCaN and its resources will The SCaN Network architecture is decomposed into support each mission at launch, in low earth orbit (LEO), in segments and elements. In order to relate the parts of the early docking with ISS, in transit to and orbit around the CEV-ISS mission phase SCaN Network architecture to its Moon or Mars, during lunar or Mars landing, on the lunar whole, the descriptions for each level are intended to show or Mars surface, and during the trip back to Earth. SCaN how segments and elements support the operational, will be compatible with space exploration customers to system, and technical aspects of the architecture. provide seamless communication, tracking, and timing services.
3 Defining NASA Mission Systems and Their Interfaces
The SCaN system development, including CEV-ISS mission phase (phase 1) and follow-on lunar phases, will A number of NASA exploration architecture teams and take place over multiple phases, each spanning multiple study groups have defined the systems to be deployed years during which the political, management, and during the exploration missions. CEV is one of the critical contractual arrangement can change. Further complexity is systems which will carry the astronauts to Earth orbit and added by the sheer fact that the post phase 1 system has to beyond. Several additional systems come into play to carry provide communication and tracking services to space and CEV into space and then to the Moon. A lunar outpost to planetary surface assets based on multi-layered be developed on the surface of the Moon will require architectural information systems. another set of systems to support the lunar exploration missions which follow. In Figure 2 , the notional systems into an integrated system that can plan, allocate, defined DoDAF graphical views to custom diagrams that control, deploy, coordinate and monitor the resources of the use pictorial icons to represent nodal entities. network to support space exploration. Many of the legacy systems supporting existing space missions also have to Three views are defined within DoDAF for an architectural evolve into the future architecture to meet the space description, namely, operational views (OVs), system exploration mission requirements. Currently, GN, SN and views (SVs) and technical standard views (TVs). We have DSN do not provide a network interface to missions; we adopted a subset of the OV and SV products to describe the need to extend network layer capabilities to space. Quality CEV-ISS Mission phase that NASA is initiating as a of Service (QoS) over different domains poses another precursor to future lunar and Mars exploration. challenge in mapping and preservation of QoS integrity Communication and navigation systems and operational over multiple domains. With human lives at stake on Mars activities evolve over different mission stages. For or the Moon, automation, automatic error recovery, and example, testing communications to crew and launch local distributed control will have to be pervasive in the vehicles prior to launch, versus supporting communications architecture.
and tracking of the crew vehicle in low-Earth orbit, involve different systems and operations. The graphical products 4.3 PrpgtnNvgtoAcietrtSae used to capture evolving communication and navigation PropaatingNaviationArchiectue to pace scenarios provide an architectural description for each stage As the SCaN Network is deployed in space from Earthof the mission. For the CEV/ISS mission phase, four main based to lunar and Mars network support, a system of mission stages were used, namely, (i) pre-launch testing; coarse and fine-grain navigation references will be (ii) launch and ascent; (iii) LEO-orbit including rendezvous integrated with the SCaN Network to enable future space and docking with the International Space Station (ISS) and explorers and applications to access navigation and position (iv) de-orbit, re-entry, descent, landing and recovery. A services, few examples of the architectural description products are presented next. Figure 4 shows an OV-2 diagram that 5 Applying DoDAF Views describes the operational node connectivity for the mission.
The colored boxes indicate the operational nodes. The The use of DoDAF methodologies is not mandated for connections between the nodes are considered needlines; NASA systems, but selected key DoDAF views are being the bubbles along the needlines display the information that used to identify architecture issues and gaps. This is being must be passed from one node to another to enable each done by utilizing the generation of crosscutting views of node to accomplish its operational tasks. the multitude of NASA as-is legacy systems and IP network compliant decomposition views of the future Figure 5 shows an example of a system interface network layers and network-centric architecture. The diagram (SV-1) representing the first 350-seconds of architecture diagramming methods used range from the launch. Critical Events include first-stage separation and 
